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Name of App Platform Description
Aipoly Vision: Sight for Blind & Visually 
Impaired

iOS Aipoly Vision is an object and color recognizer that helps the blind, visually impaired, and color blind understand their surroundings. ... Aipoly Vision will 
keep running and recognizing objects until you switch to a different mode, or toggle the recognition button.

Big Calculator Low Vision iOS Low Vision Calculator with High Contrast. A Visual impairment aid, BIC CALC is designed with 4 high Contrast Color modes for Good Clarity in Day or Night 
Lighting. Large print Calculator with big clear buttons for Easy Accuracy. This is very useful for low dexterity users

Boop Light Detector iOS Boop is an an app to detect levels of light and interpret this information with sound. It allows its blind and visually impaired users to detect whether lights 
are on or off.  Only the light level at the center of the camera (directly perpendicular to the phone face) is measured.

Identi-Fi IOS iDentifi is an app that allows for visually impaired individuals to gain more independence in daily tasks like grocery shopping, self-navigating in indoor 
environments, and reading. It uses artificial intelligence to enable a visually impaired user to click a photo, and is able to recognize virtually any object, 
brand, colour, facial expression, handwriting and text, and subsequently deliver an audible description of the image’s contents to the user. 

iMove Around iOS iMove supports independent mobility of visually impaired people.By using iMove, you can: Know the address where you are; Know points of interest are 
around you (e.g. schools, stations, pubs, etc.); Record speech notes associated to your location.

Seeing AI iOS Seeing AI. Seeing AI is an artificial intelligence application developed by Microsoft for iOS. Seeing AI uses the device camera to identify people and objects, 
and then the app audibly describes those objects for people with visual impairment.

Sight Compass iOS Sighting Compass allows taking magnetic bearings to help sailors, boaters or trekkers to determine their location.
Bearings are recorded using the camera of your device. Corresponding pictures are stored on your device, with or without the bearing information 
depending of your preference.

SuperVision+ Magnifier iOS SuperVision+ is the only magnifier (magnifying glass) app on the market that offers a supreme live image stabilization capability. Highly magnified images 
are usually shaking. It is a problem especially for old people. No more image shaking

VO Starter iOS VO Starter is the first app to offer blind and visually impaired iOS users training on the built in screen reader, VoiceOver. 
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